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Now that the European Dictatorship is officially established, with the

consent of those who were supposed to defend Democracy, we can
foresee what will come next, being sure that we are in the right. All this,
in fact, has been forecasted more than one year ago, and it was made
public with a book entitled “The European Dictatorship”. The only
difference is that it was appointed mr. Monti – instead of mr. Draghi. I
suggested mr. Draghi as the first one that would establish the
Dictatorship of the Bankers, just because one year ago he had not yet
been appointed as Chief of the European Central Bank; but their names
can be easily be interchanged.
Finally the President of the Italian Republic, mr. Napolitano, is breathing
the air that the likes most. Globalization always was necessary for the
Bankers, but has been first theorized by the Communists, who were the
first to pursue politically. Lenin used to say that nations or capital towns
did not exist, and that any town could be the Capital of the world; he
deeply hated Nations and homelands. Since Italy is not a parliamentary
republic any more, mr. Napolitano can now use his authority and his
power to point out the right way towards communist equality. First of all
it will come the italian citizenship given to all the foreigners, a sign
showing a deep hate towards Italy and “Italianity”. The majority of the
Italians does not agree about it? Please, try to be good and righteous!
Because this is the first goal of communist politics: educating Italians.
And, after all, what is the importance of citizenship? For the european
Dictators it has no importance, since they imposed the european
citizenship over 500 millions of subjects – although they knew all too
well that it is not valid, since the European Union is not a State. Never
mind, lets us run towards globalization and multiculturalism: the citizens
will pay for it, not the Dictators.
It is important to reach the final goal: to cancel the national States,
depriving them of any power; in this, Europe is at a good point. Do not
believe that Bankers or Politicians are really worrying about the financial
problems, about the public debt or the bear stock market, or about the
spread. This is exactly what they wanted: to drown us into debts; and
they are succeeding. Probably the timing was a bit too slow for their
taste, and this is why they decided to speed it up, destroying local

governments. The first one to fall was Italy: this was the purpose of the
appointment of mr. Monti. No State is weaker than the one that has no
legitimate government: the present one is creating new political posts, is
treating the representatives who had been voted by the people as
puppets, and it is inventing day-by-day solutions. This government is
weak, and it looks even weaker in the eyes of the world, including those
of the markets whose trust it was seeking. Everything is so clear that
common sense makes it easy to understand how things really are.
Dear Italians: Bankers and pro-Europe politicians atrociously deceived
us, telling us that we would save ourselves with a “strong man”. This is
why we now are in an emergency political situation, with no set rules.
Their goal is to make the States weak, to deprive Democracy of its
meaning and also if its power. To do so, they besiege the States day by
day, hour after hour, with a crescendo of panic about the debt: but this is
just their instrument.
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